
OAT Meeting - 23 April 2009
-------------------------
Attendance

Emir
Gilles
Antun
Ronald Starink,
Angela Poschlad
Giuseppe Misurelli
Steve
James
John
Marcin Radecki

1. Minutes
Nothing.

2. Deliverables
Suggestion to do a separate document 'progress on regionalization of 
operational tools' with materiel in DSA1.2.1 as an OAT deliverable.

3. Milestones
Document updated live during meeting with progress : https://

twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/MultiLevelMonitoringMilestones
Regional monitoring 
  - can switch from GOCDB to SAM for topology source.
  - CE tests ready - need to uncomment

Gridview - should look at caclualtion on new data in old style store - JOHN

Giuseppe:  state of regional CE probes
Emir:  started work, then Emir + Konstantin went on holidays - config 
done.  Some packaging problems.
Guiseppe:  Send a note to the list when done...

Guiseppe:  Is there a packaged version of the MDDB?
James: No not yet.  But it should be easy - it's just php.  depends on php5, 
pear and oracle.

4. F2F Summary
Comment during the GDB - sites need SAMAP functionality at ROC Nagios.



5. Plan for Y2 of project. (Maite)
Changes implied by EGI blueprint.
   - how to move toards the manpower estimates that are in blueprint
   - need to run project longer either no more funding. Implies we need to 
stop (across the project) non essential activities to allow essential ones to 
keep going.

ROC Managers at Catania F2F have approved the OAT Milestones as 'THE 
plan' for operational tools
Maite: 
 - I consisder the timesales a bit tight.  M4 is a bit close to end of project 
to get things finished then actually deployed.
 - Want to 'serialize' the work  - don't do M4 work before M1-3 are done !  
So we can stop at any point.

Second priority - from TMB - need repository, packaging, docs, testing, 
etc... since tools will need to be deployed elsewhere than where they were 
developed.

For M2,M3 all tools need to pass a 'checklist' before it goes to deployment.  
This should be a priority. Also some sort of homogeneity so it's easy for 
community to deploy.

Also, the TMB want to check, and we need to report periodically.

James:  When is all this formalized and a document released?
Maite:  F2F AMB next week at CERN - probably released then.  Should be 
no surprises for the OAT...

John:  We need a product manager for each tool?
James:  We have this in the OAT, since the person there can make decisions 
for the tools
James:  Probably not bad to formalize this.

6. Next meeting - 2 weeks - 7th May


